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Topic:: Recurrences

Read:: Rosen 8.1

Counting problems:

- various things like _nP_r, _nC_r: from Ch.6/M252, not studied in this course

- modeling using Recurrence relations

 

Ch8 section 2 1sthalf has been
covered so far providing a method
forsolvinglinear homogeneous kth degree
recurrencerelations with constantcoeffs



MATH 251 Notes Modeling problems: use recurrences

Modeling problems: use recurrences

1. Posed by Leonardo of Pisa: A pair of rabbits does not breed until it is 2 months old. At age

2 months, they begin producing a pair of o↵spring every month. Use recurrence to track the

number Rn of pairs of rabbits after n months.

2. Tower of Hanoi: see http://www.mathsisfun.com/games/towerofhanoi.html

Must move a tapered stack of rings to a di↵erent pole, moving only one ring at a time, and

never placing a larger ring over a smaller one. Use recurrence to track the minimum number

Mn of moves in order to win game with n rings.
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Month I RRO Rn numberof pairsof rabbits after n months
Month2 R R 7
Mouth 3 Rz
Month4 LOR R 2 R 1Rz
Month 5 brr Ry 3 R tRz

Sensibletowrite Rn Rn Rne

r a r

Lef Mn minimum of moves neededto win beginningw n rings
M Recursive formula Mn Mn 1 I Mm ZMn.it

Note tocompletegame ned move Mm moves
Mn moves ng Nn

r a r p a a a a a a a
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3. Let bn represent the number of bit strings (strings of 0s and 1s) of length n not containing

consecutive 0s. Write a recurrence for bn.

4. Enumerating codewords: Say a valid codeword is a string from the alphabet ”0–9” containing

an even number of 0s. Let an represent the number of valid codewords of length n. Write a

recurrence for an.
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n L O l b 2 Whenforming a validbitstrongof length
n 2 01 lo il be 3 takevalidbitstringof length

n l and tackon a l atthem
bn bn 2 tba take a valid bitstrong on length

n 2 andtack on lo

Valid 00002 5 digitword Invalid 01
10200

a on o.o
12345

l Oneapproach a valid word is obtainable taking

92 82 a validword of length h 2 andeither

tacking on 00

tacking on anyof 81 pairs of 11,12
a 19,21 y29 94

suggests an 82an2

fan
ofthese

2 Every va th coleword canhave a l 9 tackedonto it

andevery invalid In 1 lengthcodeword can have a 0
tackedontoit

an 9am 10 an


